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INTERPRETATION 
Callinan J in Work Choices: 

“The truth is that there has been little sustained unanimity … as to how the Constitution should be interpreted: whether 

strictly textually, by reference to history, purposively, as an exercise in ‘originalism’, flexibly, according to a particular 

judge’s perceptions of contemporary conditions, contextually, by searching for implications emerging from the text and 

structure, or, as a combination of one or more of these. Each of the approaches has had its proponents at times but none has 

universally prevailed” 

Dixon J in Bank Nationalisation Case: 

“We are interpreting a Constitution broad and general in its terms … the court should in my opinion always lean to 

the broader interpretation unless there is something in the context or the rest of the Constitution to indicate a narrower 

interpretation is better” 

Section 15AA of Acts Interpretation Act 1901 requires considering literalism and originalism. 

INCONSISTENCY 
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 s 5 – Cth law bind the states notwithstanding State laws. Outdated and now refer to 

Constitution s 109 - “When a law of a State is inconsistent with a law of the Commonwealth, the latter shall prevail, and the former 

shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be invalid”. 

Law means only statute and associated regulations affixed to the operation of that statue (Engineers; Felton v Mulligan). Exceptions: 

a) Cth Industrial awards because the Workplace Relations Act Cth states the awards are to be given the force of law.  

b) Court rules of Cth prevail over State (Flaherty v Girgis).  

c) A law made with respect to a territory may override a State law (Lambshed v Lake).  

d) Laws made by the territory are not Cth laws and so do not prevail when inconsistent with a State (NT v GPAO). 

e) Administrative decisions are not law (Airlines of NSW v NSW). 

Of a State can only be inconsistent where the head of power is not an exclusive power of the Cth. Only the Cth has power to legislate 

under those heads and so any state law under those heads is not inconsistent, it is without authority (Worthing v Rowell). 

Invalid should be interpreted as inoperative – Carter v Egg Pulp 

Inconsistent laws occur inter alia: 

a) Where the state law cannot be obeyed at the same time as the Cth – Mabo 1988 

b) Where the Cth permits or commands an activity prohibited by the State – Colvin v Bradley Bros 1943 [state ‘women no 

work in factory’ Cth ‘women can work in factory’ Direct conflict]; R v Licensing Court of Brisbane 1920 [state ‘hold 

local election on this day’ Cth ‘no state elections when we hold our cth elections’ can’t obey both so State inconsistent] 

c) Where the law requires what the other forbids Telstra v Worthing  

d) Where the Cth confers a right which the State removes – Clyde Engineering v Cowburn 1926 

e) Where the laws forbid the activity, but have different penalties – Hume v Palmer [different penalties for causing ships to 

collide, Cth prevails]; R v Loenwenthal [Damaged Cth building’s doors, state – crimes act gave penalty for cim damage; 

cth gave penalty for damaging Cth prop – cth prevailed]; but where the Cth law was a military law there was no 

inconsistency (McWaters v Day). 

f) Where the Cth covers the field and the state enters the field - Clyde Engineering v Cowburn 1926  

a. Clyde v Cowburn – “If a competent legislature expressly or impliedly evinces its intention to cover the whole 

field, that is a conclusive test of inconsistency where another legislature assumes to enter to any extent upon the 

same field”. 

b. There can be an express intention to cover the field (R v Credit Tribunal) usually where the legislation says this 

covers the field. Or implied as it was in Clyde. 

c. Impliedly covering the field when close detail and wording (Wenn v A-G); the breadth of the legislation (ABC v 

Industrial Court of SA); whether the subject matter is a federal or a state one (R v Lowenthal) 

CORPORATIONS POWER S 51(XX) 

Section 51(xx) The Parliament shall … have power to make laws … with respect to foreign corporations, and trading or financial 

corporations formed within the limits of the Commonwealth. 

1. Is the law with respect to a foreign, trading, or financial corporation? 

a. Foreign Corporations Outside of Australia (ownership) (R v Judges of the Federal Court of Australia; Ex Parte Western 

Australian National Football League) (NSW v the Commonwealth (the Incorporation Case))  

b. Trading Corporation Trading defined in the modern sense including trading, selling goods, services (Actors and 

Announcers Equity Association v Fontana Films Pty Ltd) 

c. Financial Corporation Again, in the modern sense (Re Ku Ring Gai Cooperative Building Society (No 2)) (State 

Superannuation Board v Trade Practices Commission). 

2. Does the corporation fulfil the other elements of a constitutional corporation? 
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a. Substantial or significant activities rather than the purpose will define active companies (Adamson’s Case).  

b. These activities need not be a predominant part of the business (R v Judges of the Federal Court of Australia; Ex 

Parte Western Australian National Football League; State Superannuation Board v Trade Practices Commission)  

c. Need not make any actual profit (Admasons) just so long as they trade.  

d. Despite having another intention or primary operating function such as education in UWA, 28% income from trading was 

sufficient to class it a corporation (Quickenden v O’Connor).  

e. Or as a hospital or charity type thing (Bankstown). In E v Red Cross E unsuccessfully sued for negligence but Red cross 

and the hospital were classified as corps because of their substantial activities selling in shops and hospital renting 

premises etc. 

f. Stated intentions will determine whether shelf companies are corps. (R v Trade Practices Tribunal; Ex Parte St George 

St Council). If the company does nothing (e.g. a “shelf company”), its intended activities define it (Fencott v Muller). 

3. Does the legislation go beyond the scope of the power? 

a. Traditionally narrow (Huddart v Moorehead). 

b. Now, can regulate the activities of corporations (Strickland v Rocla Concrete Pipes (1971)). Including regulating them 

before they start to trade (Tasmanian Dam Case). The activities being regulated have relevance to the corporation (Re 

Dingjan).  

c. Until NSW v Cth (2006) Work Choices. Now Cth can regulate any activities under corps power even internal issues. 

Kirby J dissented quite politically with regards to maintain the federal balance. 

d. Work choices says can regulate hiring. 

e. Can impose duties/offences on natural persons who participate in corporations’ activities Fencott v Muller. 

f. Regulate 3rd party external to corporation that have sufficient nexus to the corporations activities Actors Equity v 

Fontana. 

4. Is the legislation so interwoven that it either stands or falls as a whole as in Workchoices or are the individual provisions severable 

under s 15AA interp act? 

 


